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MEMORANDUM FOR: K. V. Seyfrit, Director 3

FROM: W. C. Seidle, Chief, RC&ES Branch
i

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR INVESTIGATION ASSISTANCE PER REGION IV
POLICY GUIDE NO. B48 (4/9/80) - ALLEGATIONS BY FREE
LANCE WRITER OF SOUTH TEXAS PROJECT, UNITS 1 & 2,
DN 50-498; 50-499 .

On May 6,1980, the RRI at the South Texas Project was contacted by Individual
A who identified himself as a free lance writer and traveled between Bay City,
Austin and. San Antonio, Texas. Individual A did not give a permanent address.

Individual A said he was calling for an employee who worked at the STP site
and wanted to remain anonymous. He said the employee had several concerns
that he thought the NRC should investigate. Also, the employee had copies
of records that had inconsistencies in them that the NRC ought to look at.
He said he would send these to the RRI.

The concerns of the anonymous employee are outlined as follows:

1. There is alteration of records, such as back dating, etc. These records

concern Individual B. -

Brown & Root employee (Individual C) is changing NCRs so that what is2.
finally written in an NCR doesn't resemble the original problem.

There is another Brown & Root employee (Indidivual D) who wields con-3.
siderable power over receiving inspectors because she is a friend of ~

the wife of Individual E. She intimidates the inspectors with threats
of having them fired.

Individual F was promoted from a clerk position to QA personnel supervicor.4.
It is doubtful that she has necessary qualifications in regard to experience
and education.
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K. V. Seyfrit 2- May 7, 1980

For specific information concerning allegations, refer to "Do Not Disclose"
file for South Texas Project. Units 1 & 2 DN 50-498; 50-499 memo dated
May 7, 1980. .

.

It is requested that your investigatory staff investigate F.hese concerns.
My branch personnel will not become involved unless you identify specific
matters which require their attention.
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W. C. Seidle, Chief

Reactor Construction and.-

Engineering Support Branch

cc: W. A. Cronsman
H. S. Phillips
R. K. Herr
C. E. Wisner
W. G. Hubaceki
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